Mozart Piano Sonata K280 Analysis
Eventually, you will categorically discover a additional experience and exploit by spending more cash.
still when? accomplish you take that you require to get those every needs in the same way as having
signiﬁcantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
guide you to comprehend even more approximately the globe, experience, some places, taking into
account history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own era to operate reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is
mozart piano sonata k280 analysis below.

A Topical Guide to Schenkerian Literature David Carson Berry 2004 To the growing list of Pendragon
Press publications devoted to the work of Heinrich Schenker, we wish to announce the addition of this
much-needed bibliography. The author, a student of Allen Forte, has created a work useful to a wide
range of researchers music theorists, musicologists, music librarians and teachers. The Guide is the
largest Schenkerian reference work ever published. At nearly 600 pages, it contains 3600 entries (2200
principal, 1400 secondary) representing the work of 1475 authors. Fifteen broad groupings encompass
seventy topical headings, many of which are divided and subdivided again, resulting in a total of 271
headings under which entries are collected.
Music Theory and Composition Stephen C. Stone 2018-01-26 Music Theory and Composition: A
Practical Approach presents a pragmatic, accessible approach to music theory through an emphasis on
melody and counterpoint. This focus explains the “why” of musical construction more clearly than the
traditional approach of beginning with chords. By starting with a single melodic line and gradually adding
voices in counterpoint, the book drills part-writing while simultaneously explaining functionality, ﬁrst with
scale degrees and then with harmony. The text has students learn musical techniques and progressively
build on their functions and importance to create their own compositions. With short, digestible chapters,
Music Theory and Composition clearly presents otherwise complicated ideas not as strict rules, but as
artistic ideals, encouraging the interactive creation of new compositions as a tool for learning. The
textbook is versatile and easily customizable, suiting Diﬀerent skill levels with species counterpoint
providing a framework for the beginner while providing an interesting challenge for more experienced
students Diﬀerent curricular schedules with complete exercises in two, three, and four voices, allowing
for an optional skip from two voices to four Diﬀerent pedagogical approaches with species exercises
encouraging students to consider harmonic choices and ﬁgured bass ensuring functional progressions
Instructor Resources: Instructor’s Manual: The Instructor’s Manual includes sample syllabi and student
handouts Test Bank: The test bank includes sample tests and answer keys in MS Word format. Student
Resources: Companion Website with Downloadable Workbook Sections:
http://textbooks.rowman.com/stone Additional Features: complete curriculum for ﬁrst-year theory
courses over 500 musical examples drawn from Common Practice Era compositions as well as more
contemporary and popular pieces focus on active composition throughout the text and workbook sections
large pop music section to expand student’s application of theory conversational tone to encourage
student engagement Designed for ﬁrst-year college music theory courses, but accessible enough for the
interested lay reader or high school student, the text oﬀers a true balance of counterpoint and harmony.
Music for analysis Thomas Benjamin 1996 In this comprehensive music anthology, readers will ﬁnd
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more than 400 musical examples. Designed as a perfect companion for theory text, Music For Analysis is
an outstanding resource for supporting independent musical analysis. Presenting music in a great variety
of forms, styles, and genres, this book provides a wonderfully broad repertory of music and its composers
form the Baroque period to the present.
The Algorithmic Composer David Cope 2000-01-01 Accompanying disc contains Melody Predictor (a
program), Compose (a program), Fun, Déjà vu (a program), Backtalk, some tutorials, Alice (an interactive
program), recorded performances of many of the works presented in the text, and MIDI performances of
most of the music in the ﬁgures.
Analyzing Classical Form William E. Caplin 2013-07 Analyzing Classical Form oﬀers an approach to the
analysis of musical form that is especially suited for classroom use at both undergraduate and graduate
levels. Students will learn how to make complete harmonic and formal analyses of music drawn from the
instrumental works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.
Analysis of 18th- and 19th-Century Musical Works in the Classical Tradition David Beach 2012-05-04
Analysis of 18th- and 19th-Century Musical Works in the Classical Tradition is a textbook for upper-level
undergraduate and graduate courses in music analysis. It outlines a process of analyzing works in the
Classical tradition by uncovering the construction of a piece of music—the formal, harmonic, rhythmic,
and voice-leading organizations—as well as its unique features. It develops an in-depth approach that is
applied to works by composers including Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Schumann, and Brahms.
The book begins with foundational chapters in music theory, starting with basic diatonic harmony and
progressing rapidly to more advanced topics, such as phrase design, phrase expansion, and chromatic
harmony. The second part contains analyses of complete musical works and movements. The text
features over 150 musical examples, including numerous complete annotated scores. Suggested
assignments at the end of each chapter guide students in their own musical analysis.
Machine Learning, ECML- ... 2004
Recommendations in Theory, Music History, and Literature National Association of Schools of Music 1958
IJCAI-05 Leslie Pack Kaelbling 2005
The Sonata, Its Form and Meaning as Exempliﬁed in the Piano Sonatas by Mozart F Helena Marks
2018-10-13 This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and
we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Heinrich Schenker Benjamin Ayotte 2020-08-11 This book consists of over 1,500 citations to both primary
sources and the burgeoning secondary literature of Heinrich Schenker, annotated and subdivided by
category. The citations are supplemented with indices cross-referencing entries according to individual
works and analytical topic.
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Subject Matter Testing Practices in State University Music Education Curricula John Justin Gray
1970
Mozart 19 Sonatas - Complete Richard Epstein 2012-07 Revised and edited by Richard Epstein with a
biographical sketch of the composer by Philip Hale. All text is written both in English and Spanish.
Musical Form and Analysis Jere T. Hutcheson 1972
The Analysis of Form in Music Ezra William Doty 1947
Musical Structure and Design Cedric T. Davie 2014-05-05 Clear, elementary explanation of basic
forms, Renaissance to 1900, with many works analyzed. Nature and function of concerto, sonata, etc.,
clariﬁed with nonmusical analogies; illustrated in detailed analysis of speciﬁc piece of music.
The Compleat Mozart Jacques Lory, ﬂ. 1990 Provides information on over 800 of Mozart's works, such as
symphonies, concertos, and operas, and examines features in the pieces
Musical Form and Analysis Glenn Spring 2013-08-29 Understanding the way music unfolds to the
listener is a major key for unlocking the secrets of the composer’s art. Musical Form and Analysis, highly
regarded and widely used for two decades, provides a balanced theoretical and philosophical approach
that helps upper-level undergraduate music majors understand the structures and constructions of major
musical forms. Spring and Hutcheson present all of the standard topics expected in such a text, but their
approach oﬀers a unique conceptual thrust that takes readers beyond mere analytical terminology and
facts. Evocative rather than encyclopedic, the text is organized around three elements at work at all
levels of music: time, pattern, and proportion. Well-chosen examples and direct, well-crafted
assignments reinforce techniques. A 140-page anthology of music for in-depth analysis provides a wide
range of carefully selected works.
Theory Essentials Connie E. Mayﬁeld 2012-02-03 THEORY ESSENTIALS, 2/e oﬀers a unique, total solution
to teaching music theory. Integrating all the components of the two-year music theory sequence, the text
and its accompanying workbook synthesize the major topics in music theory with aural skills, keyboard
applications, and examples from the literature. Oﬀering terriﬁc value, THEORY ESSENTIALS replaces the
need for the four separate texts traditionally required for the music theory sequence (theory, ear
training/sight singing, keyboard harmony, and an anthology). The result is a remarkable, carefully-paced
synthesis of these components that moves from a solid grounding in Fundamentals, Diatonic Harmony,
Secondary Function chords, and Twentieth-Century Techniques. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Theory for Today's Musician Workbook (eBook) Ralph Turek 2014-04-08 The package (ISBN
978-0-415-73036-5) contains the second edition of Theory for Today’s Musician (ISBN:
978-0-415-66332-8) and the Theory for Today’s Musician Workbook (ISBN: 978-0-415-66333-5). The
package is available for print books only. Ebook users should purchase the textbook and workbook
separately. This workbook accompanies the second edition of Theory for Today's Musician and is full of
exercises to help students practice and master the concepts presented in each chapter. Audio ﬁles are
included.
Mozart's Grace Scott G. Burnham 2013 A thorough examination of all styles of Mozart's music aims to
explain why the composers works stand out as some of the most beautiful music in history.
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Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire, third edition Maurice Hinson 2001-05-22 "The Hinson" has been
indispensable for performers, teachers, and students. Now updated and expanded, it's better than ever,
with 120 more composers, expertly guiding pianists to solo literature and answering the vital questions:
What's available? How diﬃcult is it? What are its special features? How does one reach the publisher?
The "new Hinson" includes solo compositions of nearly 2,000 composers, with biographical sketches of
major composers. Every entry oﬀers description, publisher, number of pages, performance time, style
and characteristics, and level of diﬃculty. Extensively revised, this new edition is destined to become a
trusted guide for years to come.
Harmony in Haydn and Mozart David Damschroder 2012-08-16 Integrating Schenkerian tools and an
innovative approach to harmony, David Damschroder provides numerous penetrating analyses of works
by Haydn and Mozart. A series of introductory chapters assist readers in developing their analytical
capacity. Beginning with short excerpts from string quartets, the study proceeds by assessing the inner
workings of twelve expositions from Haydn piano sonatas, six arias in G minor from Mozart operas, and
three rondos in D major from piano concertos by Haydn and Mozart. In the Masterworks section that
follows, Damschroder presents detailed analyses of six movements from symphonies, string quartets and
opera by Haydn and Mozart, and compares his outcomes with those of other analysts, including Koﬁ
Agawu, Robert O. Gjerdingen, James Hepokoski and Warren Darcy, Carl Schachter and James Webster.
The book represents an important contribution to modern analytical discourse on a treasured body of
music and an assessment of recent accomplishments within that realm.
Elements of Sonata Theory James Hepokoski 2006-08-31 Elements of Sonata Theory is a
comprehensive, richly detailed rethinking of the basic principles of sonata form in the decades around
1800. This foundational study draws upon the joint strengths of current music history and music theory
to outline a new, up-to-date paradigm for understanding the compositional choices found in the
instrumental works of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and their contemporaries: sonatas, chamber music,
symphonies, overtures, and concertos. In so doing, it also lays out the indispensable groundwork for
anyone wishing to confront the later adaptations and deformations of these basic structures in the
nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries. Combining insightful music analysis, contemporary genre
theory, and provocative hermeneutic turns, the book brims over with original ideas, bold and fresh ways
of awakening the potential meanings within a familiar musical repertory. Sonata Theory grasps individual
compositions-and each of the individual moments within them-as creative dialogues with an implicit
conceptual background of ﬂexible, ever-changing historical norms and patterns. These norms may be
recreated as constellations "compositional defaults," any of which, however, may be stretched, strained,
or overridden altogether for individualized structural or expressive purposes. This book maps out the
terrain of that conceptual background, against which what actually happens-or does not happen-in any
given piece may be assessed and measured. The Elements guides the reader through the standard (and
less-than-standard) formatting possibilities within each compositional space in sonata form, while also
emphasizing the fundamental role played by processes of large-scale circularity, or "rotation," in the
crucially important ordering of musical modules over an entire movement. The book also illuminates new
ways of understanding codas and introductions, of confronting the generating processes of minor-mode
sonatas, and of grasping the arcs of multimovement cycles as wholes. Its ﬁnal chapters provide
individual studies of alternative sonata types, including "binary" sonata structures, sonata-rondos, and
the "ﬁrst-movement form" of Mozart's concertos.
Theory for Today's Musician Textbook Ralph Turek 2019-01-15 Theory for Today’s Musician, Third
Edition, recasts the scope of the traditional music theory course to meet the demands of the professional
music world, in a style that speaks directly and engagingly to today’s music student. It uses classical,
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folk, popular, and jazz repertoires with clear explanations that link music theory to musical applications.
The authors help prepare students by not only exploring how music theory works in art music, but how it
functions within modern music, and why this knowledge will help them become better composers, music
teachers, performers, and recording engineers. This broadly comprehensive text merges traditional
topics such as part writing and harmony (diatonic, chromatic, neo-tonal and atonal), with less traditional
topics such as counterpoint and musical process, and includes the non-traditional topics of popular music
songwriting, jazz harmony and the blues. The accompanying companion website provides interactive
exercises that allow students to practice foundational theory skills. Written by experienced authors, both
active classroom teachers for many years, Theory for Today’s Musician is the complete and ideal theory
text to enable today’s student to accomplish their musical goals tomorrow. Updated and corrected
throughout, the Third Edition includes: Expanded coverage of atonality and serialism, now separated into
two chapters. Broadened treatment of cadences, including examples from popular music. Substantially
rewritten chapter on songwriting. Interactive features of the text simpliﬁed to two types, "Concept
Checks" and "Review and Reinforcement," for greater ease of use. New and updated musical examples
added throughout. Charts, illustrations, and musical examples revised for increased clarity. Audio of
musical examples now provided through the companion website. The accompanying Workbook oﬀers
exercises and assignments to accompany each chapter in the book. A companion website houses online
tutorials with drills of basic concepts, as well as audio. The hardback TEXTBOOK is also paired with the
corresponding paperback WORKBOOK in a discounted PACKAGE (9780815371731).
Schenkerian Analysis David Beach 2019-04-15 Schenkerian Analysis: Perspectives on Phrase Rhythm,
Motive, and Form, Second Edition is a textbook directed at all those—whether beginners or more
advanced students—interested in gaining understanding of and facility at applying Schenker’s ideas on
musical structure. It begins with an overview of Schenker’s approach to music, then progresses
systematically from the phrase and its various combinations to longer and more complex works. Unlike
other texts on this subject, Schenkerian Analysis combines the study of multi-level pitch organization
with that of phrase rhythm (the interaction of phrase and hypermeter), motivic repetition at diﬀerent
structural levels, and form. It also contains analytic graphs of several extended movements, separate
works, and songs. A separate Instructor’s Manual provides additional advice and solutions (graphs) of all
recommended assignments. This second edition has been revised to make the early chapters more
accessible and to improve the pedagogical eﬀectiveness of the book as a whole. Changes in musical
examples have been carefully made to ensure that each example full supports student learning.
Informed by decades of teaching experience, this book provides a clear and comprehensive guide into
Schenker’s theories and their applications.
Explorations in Schenkerian Analysis David Beach 2016 Displays the range and diversity of Schenkerian
studies today in ﬁfteen essays covering music from Bach through Debussy and Strauss.
Analysis of Tonal Music Allen Clayton Cadwallader 2007 Introduces the fundamental principles of
Schenkerian analysis within the context of the music itself.
Musical Semantics Ole Kühl 2008 Music oﬀers a new insight into human cognition. The musical play with
sounds in time, in which we share feelings, gestures and narratives, has fascinated people from all times
and cultures. The author studies this semiotic behavior in the light of research from a number of sources.
Being an analytical study, the volume combines evidence from neurobiology, developmental psychology
and cognitive science. It aims to bridge the gap between music as an empirical object in the world and
music as lived experience. This is the semantic aspect of music: how can something like an auditory
stream of structured sound evoke such a strong reaction in the listener? The book is in two parts. In the
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ﬁrst part, the biological foundations of music and their cognitive manifestations are considered in order
to establish a groundwork for speaking of music in generic, cross-cultural terms. The second part
develops the semantic aspect of music as an embodied, emotively grounded and cognitively structured
expression of human experience.
Understanding Mozart's Piano Sonatas John Irving 2010 Mozart's piano sonatas are among the most
familiar of his works and stand alongside those of Haydn and Beethoven as staples of the pianist's
repertoire. In this study, John Irving looks at a wide selection of contextual situations for Mozart's
sonatas, focusing on the variety of ways in which they assume identities and achieve meanings. In
particular, the book seeks to establish the provisionality of the sonatas' notated texts, suggesting that
the texts are not so much identiﬁers as possibilities and that their identity resides in the usage. Close
attention is paid to reception matters, analytical approaches, organology, the role of autograph
manuscripts, early editions and editors, and aspects of historical performance practice - all of which go
beyond the texts in opening windows onto Mozart's sonatas. Treating the sonatas collectively as a
repertoire, rather than as individual works, the book surveys broad thematic issues such as the role of
historical writing about music in deﬁning a generic space for Mozart's sonatas, their construction within
pedagogical traditions, the signiﬁcance of sound as opposed to sight in these works (and in particular
their sound on fortepianos of the later-eighteenth century), and the creative role of the performer in their
representation beyond the frame of the text. Drawing together and synthesizing this wealth of material,
Irving provides an invaluable reference source for those already familiar with this repertoire.
Theory for Today's Musician Workbook Ralph Turek 2018-12-21 Theory for Today’s Musician, Third
Edition, recasts the scope of the traditional music theory course to meet the demands of the professional
music world, in a style that speaks directly and engagingly to today’s music student. It uses classical,
folk, popular, and jazz repertoires with clear explanations that link music theory to musical applications.
The authors help prepare students by not only exploring how music theory works in art music, but how it
functions within modern music, and why this knowledge will help them become better composers, music
teachers, performers, and recording engineers. This broadly comprehensive text merges traditional
topics such as part writing and harmony (diatonic, chromatic, neo-tonal and atonal), with less traditional
topics such as counterpoint and musical process, and includes the non-traditional topics of popular music
songwriting, jazz harmony and the blues. The accompanying companion website provides interactive
exercises that allow students to practice foundational theory skills. Written by experienced authors, both
active classroom teachers for many years, Theory for Today’s Musician is the complete and ideal theory
text to enable today’s student to accomplish their musical goals tomorrow. Updated and corrected
throughout, the Third Edition includes: Expanded coverage of atonality and serialism, now separated into
two chapters. Broadened treatment of cadences, including examples from popular music. Substantially
rewritten chapter on songwriting. Interactive features of the text simpliﬁed to two types, "Concept
Checks" and "Review and Reinforcement," for greater ease of use. New and updated musical examples
added throughout. Charts, illustrations, and musical examples revised for increased clarity. Audio of
musical examples now provided through the companion website. The accompanying Workbook oﬀers
exercises and assignments to accompany each chapter in the book. A companion website houses online
tutorials with drills of basic concepts, as well as audio. The paperback WORKBOOK is also paired with the
corresponding hardback TEXTBOOK in a discounted PACKAGE (9780815371731).
Theory Essentials for Today's Musician (Workbook) Ralph Turek 2018-01-02 Theory Essentials for Today’s
Musician oﬀers a review of music theory that speaks directly and engagingly to modern students. Rooted
in the tested pedagogy of Theory for Today’s Musician, the authors have distilled and reorganized the
concepts from the thirty-three chapters of their original textbook into twenty-one succinct, modular
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chapters that move from the core elements of harmony to further topics in form and 20th-century music.
A broad coverage of topics and musicals styles—including examples drawn from popular music—is
organized into four key parts: Basic Tools Chromatic Harmony Form and Analysis The 20th Century and
Beyond Theory Essentials features clear and jargon-free (yet rigorous) explanations appropriate for
students at all levels, ensuring comprehension of concepts that are often confusing or obscure. An
accompanying workbook provides corresponding exercises, while a companion website presents
streaming audio examples. This concise and reorganized all-in-one package—which can be covered in a
single semester for a graduate review, or serve as the backbone for a briefer undergraduate
survey—provides a comprehensive, ﬂexible foundation in the vital concepts needed to analyze music.
PURCHASING OPTIONS Textbook and Workbook Package (Paperback): 9781138098756 Textbook Only
(Hardback): 9781138708815 Textbook Only (Paperback): 9781138708822 Textbook Only (eBook):
9781315201122 Workbook Only (Paperback): 9781138098749 Workbook Only (eBook): 9781315103839
Expressive Forms in Brahms's Instrumental Music Peter H. Smith 2005-07-07 "This book is a substantial
and timely contribution to Brahms studies. Its strategy is to focus on a single critical work, the C-Minor
Piano Quartet, analyzing and interpreting it in great detail, but also using it as a stepping-stone to
connect it to other central Brahms works in order to reach a new understanding of the composer’s
technical language and expressive intent. It is an original and worthy contribution on the music of a
major composer." —Patrick McCreless Expressive Forms in Brahms’s Instrumental Music integrates a
wide variety of analytical methods into a broader study of theoretical approaches, using a single work by
Brahms as a case study. On the basis of his ﬁndings, Smith considers how Brahms’s approach in this
piano quartet informs analyses of similar works by Brahms as well as by Beethoven and Mozart. Musical
Meaning and Interpretation—Robert S. Hatten, editor
Virtual Music David Cope 2004-01-30 Virtual Music is about artiﬁcial creativity. Focusing on the author's
Experiments in Musical Intelligence computer music composing program, the author and a distinguished
group of experts discuss many of the issues surrounding the program, including artiﬁcial intelligence,
music cognition, and aesthetics. The book is divided into four parts. The ﬁrst part provides a historical
background to Experiments in Musical Intelligence, including examples of historical antecedents, followed
by an overview of the program by Douglas Hofstadter. The second part follows the composition of an
Experiments in Musical Intelligence work, from the creation of a database to the completion of a new
work in the style of Mozart. It includes, in sophisticated lay terms, relatively detailed explanations of how
each step in the process contributes to the ﬁnal composition. The third part consists of perspectives and
analyses by Jonathan Berger, Daniel Dennett, Bernard Greenberg, Douglas R. Hofstadter, Steve Larson,
and Eleanor Selfridge-Field. The fourth part presents the author's responses to these commentaries, as
well as his thoughts on the implications of artiﬁcial creativity. The book (and corresponding Web site)
includes an appendix providing extended musical examples referred to and discussed in the book,
including composers such as Scarlatti, Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Puccini,
Rachmaninoﬀ, Prokoﬁev, Debussy, Bartok, and others. It is also accompanied by a CD containing
performances of the music in the text.
All Music Guide to Classical Music Chris Woodstra 2005 Oﬀering comprehensive coverage of classical
music, this guide surveys more than eleven thousand albums and presents biographies of ﬁve hundred
composers and eight hundred performers, as well as twenty-three essays on forms, eras, and genres of
classical music. Original.
Advanced Schenkerian Analysis David Beach 2013-06-19 Advanced Schenkerian Analysis: Perspectives
on Phrase Rhythm, Motive, and Form is a textbook for students with some background in Schenkerian
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theory. It begins with an overview of Schenker's theories, then progresses systematically from the phrase
and their various combinations to longer and more complex works. Unlike other texts on this subject,
Advanced Schenkerian Analysis combines the study of multi-level pitch organization with that of phrase
rhythm (the interaction of phrase and hypermeter), motivic repetition at diﬀerent structural levels, and
form. It also contains analytic graphs of several extended movements, separate works, and songs. A
separate Instructor’s Manual provides additional advice and solutions (graphs) of all recommended
assignments.
Musical Motives Brent Auerbach 2021-04-21 All music fans harbor in their memories vivid fragments of
their favorite works. The starting guitar solo of "Satisfaction" by the Rolling Stones, the da-da-da-DUM
gesture that opens Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, the lush swelling chords of a beloved movie soundtrack:
hearing the briefest snippet of any of these is enough to transport listeners into the piece's sonic and
emotional world. But what makes musical motives so powerful? In Musical Motives, author Brent
Auerbach looks at the ways that motives the small-scale pitch and rhythm shapes that are ever-present
in music unify musical compositions and shape our experiences of them. Motives serve both to
communicate basic musical meaning and to tie together sound space like the motifs in visual art. They
present in all genres from classical and popular to jazz and world music, making them ideally suited for
analysis. Musical Motives opens with a general introduction to these fundamental building blocks, then
lays out a comprehensive theory and method to account for music's structure and drama in motivic
terms. Aimed at both amateur and expert audiences, the book oﬀers a tiered approach that progresses
from Basic to Complex Motivic Analysis. The methods are illustrated by small- and large-scale analyses of
pieces by Mozart, Beethoven, Handel, Chaminade, Verdi, Radiohead, and many more.
Bridging Music Informatics with Music Cognition Naresh N. Vempala 2018-09-14 Music informatics is an
interdisciplinary research area that encompasses data driven approaches to the analysis, generation, and
retrieval of music. In the era of big data, two goals weigh heavily on many research agendas in this area:
(a) the identiﬁcation of better features and (b) the acquisition of better training data. To this end,
researchers have started to incorporate ﬁndings and methods from music cognition, a related but
historically distinct research area that is concerned with elucidating the underlying mental processes
involved in music-related behavior.
Elements of Sonata Theory James Hepokoski 2011-02-11 Elements of Sonata Theory is a comprehensive,
richly detailed rethinking of the basic principles of sonata form in the decades around 1800. This
foundational study draws upon the joint strengths of current music history and music theory to outline a
new, up-to-date paradigm for understanding the compositional choices found in the instrumental works
of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and their contemporaries: sonatas, chamber music, symphonies,
overtures, and concertos. In so doing, it also lays out the indispensable groundwork for anyone wishing to
confront the later adaptations and deformations of these basic structures in the nineteenth and earlier
twentieth centuries. Combining insightful music analysis, contemporary genre theory, and provocative
hermeneutic turns, the book brims over with original ideas, bold and fresh ways of awakening the
potential meanings within a familiar musical repertory. Sonata Theory grasps individual compositions-and
each of the individual moments within them-as creative dialogues with an implicit conceptual background
of ﬂexible, ever-changing historical norms and patterns. These norms may be recreated as constellations
"compositional defaults," any of which, however, may be stretched, strained, or overridden altogether for
individualized structural or expressive purposes. This book maps out the terrain of that conceptual
background, against which what actually happens-or does not happen-in any given piece may be
assessed and measured. The Elements guides the reader through the standard (and less-than-standard)
formatting possibilities within each compositional space in sonata form, while also emphasizing the
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fundamental role played by processes of large-scale circularity, or "rotation," in the crucially important
ordering of musical modules over an entire movement. The book also illuminates new ways of
understanding codas and introductions, of confronting the generating processes of minor-mode sonatas,
and of grasping the arcs of multimovement cycles as wholes. Its ﬁnal chapters provide individual studies
of alternative sonata types, including "binary" sonata structures, sonata-rondos, and the "ﬁrst-movement
form" of Mozart's concertos.
The Theory and Analysis of Musical Phrase Structure Peter Child 1982
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